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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is about heroism in How To Train Your Dragon movie by Chris 
Sanders and Dean Deblois. The goals of this thesis are about to elaborate the differences 
between main character's heroism and the common concept of heroism, to analyze the 
concept of heroism based on Joseph Campbell's three stages, which are departure, 
initiation, and return, and the last is to discuss the effect of main character's heroism in 
changing the people's tradition. The research method that the writer uses is to conduct 
the research on the movie by watching the movie to observe the detail ways about how 
the main character is finally successful in bringing the great changes to his entire village. 
The writer will also do library research to get information about the theory which will be 
used, and do characterizations approach to do the analysis. There are three results of this 
thesis. First, Hiccup finally can prove himself that even he is not strong and brave like 
an existing Viking, but he still can prove to the village that he can do it with his own 
way. Second, Hiccup has passed the three phases of heroism, departure, initiation, and 
return by Joseph Campbell. And the last is the result, finally Hiccup succeeds to change 
the people's tradition with his heroism ways and actions to change the people's tradition. 
Astoundingly, someone who has many weaknesses can prove himself to be a great hero 
for his village. Never underestimate people with many weaknesses outside, because 
appearance can deceive. 
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